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Human-robot relations are always social, embedded in human
society and involving communication to and about robots, even
if social response from robots is not required. Robot naming
practices in research competitions serve as an indicator of existing social practices, practices which invite questions about
the social shaping of technology, design feed forward and the
pervasiveness of our response to robots as social agents.
Robot competitions serve cultural, as well as practical, functions
performing a birth ritual, in which robots are named and registered. Robot naming practices are more similar to slave naming practices than to pet or gadget naming practices. A name is
a small thing but it symbolizes identity and also supports the
robot as ‘new ontological category’ hypothesis.
Figures 1 & 2 show
two entry forms for
robot competitions;
naming is required,
(not just allowed for)
in the AIGV competition, while forms
for RoboCup do not
record robot names.

Table 1: Robot category confusion; machinic names in social
competitions and social names in vehicle competitions.
Hybrid Names
ElBot
UltraHAL
iLush 2
Johnny 5

Vehicle Names
Candii
Cornelius
Athena
Achilles

Social Robots
Zero
Hex
Pixel
Skynet

Table 2: Total of robot names from all competitions in survey.
RoboGames
IGVC
APEC MicroMouse
Chatterbox Challenge
Loebner Prize

Total Names
814
945
76
232
67

Years of Results
2004-2011
1994-2010
2002, 2008-2010
2001-2011
1991-2010

* RoboGames only publishes medallists, APEC Micromouse
and Loebner results were not published every year.

Robots As Slaves Or Companion Species
My thesis explores the intersection of cultural theory and anthropology with robotics. The survey of robot names was inspired during participant observation at robot competitions.
More than 2000 names were recorded during 2010-2011 and
the data supports both the ‘robot as a new ontological category’
hypothesis [Kahn Jr. et al.] and the ‘computers as social agents’
theory [Nass]. Robot identity is being created during the process of robot construction, raising questions of power relations,
ethics, their ontological status and the future legal identity of
robots. As robots become more integrated into society, then we
will increasingly need to deal with our social response to robots.
Robots may become an ethical slave class, as Rodney Brooks
suggested. The names collected in the survey were most akin to
slave names from the 18th century, when compared to general
human names, companion species or pet names, and vehicle
or gadget names. Robot names came from a large eclectic pool,
sometimes inanimate, and lacking in direct correlation. They
are given not chosen, and unlike pet names, are frequently awkward to call out or use directly. Unlike gadget names there is a
much lower incidence of self extension in naming. Names are
fundamental classifiers, however proper names are largely the
property of humans and to a lesser extent, companion species
and possessions. Whether or not something has a proper name
is indicative of its ontological status. Unique names are also
an important method for registering, tracking and transferring
ownership as well as giving identity.
The linguistic construction of ‘artificial others’ has been explored by Coeklebergh, who argues that human-robot relations
are mediated by language and that our talk to and about robots
is neither merely representation, nor just participation in social
act, but that it reshapes our relation to ‘others’. Linguistic construction can also feed forward into design. A robot named for
any particular characteristic will privilege evaluation in that area
and may encourage conformation to human or animal shape, if
human or animal names are used.

Robot Competitions As Birth Rituals
Robot competitions serve an important function, legitimating and communicating developments in robotics, and setting standardized benchmarks. They are also motivational and social within the robotics
community. Robot competitions are a new cultural ritual that shares many elements with birth rituals,
including the registration of robot names. Robot competitions are a rite of passage, welcoming both
new roboticists and new robots into the world.
Characteristics of birth rituals include symbolic separation of competitors from the mundane world,
into a transitional non-hierarchical cohort of peers, who then undergo tests and challenges, being rewarded finally with symbols of their successful passage into a new life; recognized, registered and reincorporated with a new status. The invocation of a mythic dimension is tacitly recognized in some robot
names, such as Thor, Zeus, Achilles, or Iorek, Julie Tinkerbell and Captain Jack Sparrow.
Competitions also contribute to cognitive restructuring, through ritual utilization of repetition, order,
formality staging, affectivity and intensification, all to effect a cognitive reduction and stabilization,
which serves to cement group purpose. Competitors sever ties with normal life and travel long distances
to share company with their cohort in assemblies with comperes, videos and demonstrations modeling
and broadcasting correct behavior, which is scored and studied. This is similar to the description of the
role of the modern hospital birth in the production of a technologized identity as the ‘rational subject’
described by anthropologist Robbie Floyd-Davis.
Robots for every field are developed in an everyday arena. Linguistic tools within cultural frameworks
structure the ways in which development takes shape. Small details may have far reaching feed forward
effects and consideration of the social implications of robotics should also consider the effects of practical decisions made at every stage of development. Competitions have a role as a cultural ritual and
technological archive, akin to the scientific demonstration, conference or trade show.

Future Work
This survey can be extended in the future by human-robot interaction studies, exploring the effect of robot names on
behaviors, also by studies observing human-robot interactions in real situations. A website maintaining a database
of robot names could contribute to discussion of standards for robotic identity, and language. I suggest that systems
should be put in place that enhance our conscious separation of robot identity from that of other living things.

